
POSITIVE ASPECTS
In the opinion of the inspector, these noted items are either of a better quality or above the norm for what was
expected to be found in homes of similar construction, age, or price range.  These items may benefit the owner in
comfort and or value.

SITE
Site:

Style of House:  
1. Two Story, Executive style home.

Estimate age of house:  
2. This is a new house.

Lot Landscape Condition:  
3. Good - The lot landscaping has better visual appeal than surrounding properties.

Bushes and Shrubs Condition:  
4. Good - The shrubs and/or bushes have a better appearance than expected.  They are neatly
trimmed and spaced.

Address Identification:  
5. Satisfactory - The address identification is easily read and readily visible.  The reason for
proper address identification is for safety.  The emergency personnel need to have properties
well identified and the address easily readable.

Street Lights Noted:  
6. Yes - Street lights were noted in the area of the property.

Fire Hydrant Noted:  
7. Yes - Fire Hydrant was noted within 500 feet of the property.  Insurance rates may be affected
by the presence of or lack of fire hydrant. Check with your insurance company for favorable
treatment if hydrant is noted.

Mailbox Noted:  
8. Yes - There is a mailbox on site. It is functional and at an acceptable height.
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DEFICIENCIES NOTED
In the opinion of the inspector, these noted items are  not in a satisfactory condition.  They are either incorrectly
installed according to the manufacturers installation instructions, not functioning as intended, operating in an
unsafe manner, or near the end of their economic life.  Repair or replacement is recommended to achieve
intended design performance. Failure to take the necessary action relatively soon could result in failure of the
component or system and may affect the habitability of the structure.  Safety related items need immediate
attention.

Other than certain critical deficiencies or life threatening situations, it is generally not possible for the inspector to
rank these deficiencies in terms of importance.   What is critical to one individual may not be important to another.
It is up to you, with the assistance of your professional REALTOR or other advisors, to determine what action (if

any) needs to be taken prior to closing, in relation tot he terms of your contract.

This listing is only a portion of the full report.  Do  not take any action until you have read, understand, and
considered the contents and meaning of the full report.  Do not hesitate to obtain a second opinion of any of the
items listed here or noted in the body of the report.

SITE
Paving Condition:

Driveway and Walkway Condition:  
1.  Attention Needed - The driveway and/or walk ways needs attention and minor repair to
prevent further deterioration. The cracks in the driveway and/or walk ways need to be sealed
with caulking  to prevent further damage.  The freeze - thaw cycle may cause differential
settlement and enlarge existing cracks. There is minor damage to the driveway at the A/C units.

Entry way Stoop:  
2.  Action Necessary - The steps at the exterior rear by the A/C units and the garage entry steps
have several very serious safety issues.  Any staircase over 30 inches high is required to have a
handrail and in these cases also a guard rail. The maximum riser height on any step is 7 3/4
inches, risers can vary no more than 3/8 of a inch. Both of these steps do not meet any of these
required standards. A serious trip hazard exits at both of these locations. The front step has four
continuous treads or risers and is also required to have a handrail installed on at least one side.

Patio
Slab Condition:  
3.  Attention Needed - The slab needs repair in order to prevent further deterioration. It appears
that some water could stand in front of the south doors. I did not pour water on the slab to check
this condition. Judging from the brick line the concrete it does appear to be low at the area in
front of the door coming out of the master bedroom.You could have some standing water at this
area.

Gas Services:
Piping Installation - Routing - Shutoffs - Hangers - Supports:  
4.  Action Required - Inadequate hangers to support the supply piping can cause of failure or
rupture of the line. Noted in the attic at the middle furnace.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Mold:  
5. No test was preformed and the inspector accepts no liability to presence of any type of mold or
its health risks. Most types of mold can be controlled with a 10% solution of bleach and water,
however, the source of the moisture must be found and stopped. Recommend this be done
professionally.  Due to the water damage noted at the fireplace in the study and the water
intrusion noted at the exterior walls from the lack of kickout flashings, it is highly likely
some mold is present in these areas.
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ROOF & ATTIC
ROOFING

Condition of Roof Covering Material:  
6.  Action Necessary -   There are exposed  nails on some of the shingles, or some nails have
backed up through the roofing .  This promotes leaks at the nails and should be corrected, at the
very least they should be re-driven and then caulked. The entire roof will need checked for this
condition.

Flashing:  
7.  Action Necessary -  Some portion of the roof flashing needs immediate repair, as it appears
to be missing or leaking. There are many areas where kickout flashings were never installed.  
Kickouts are needed to prevent roof water from running down behind the exterior wall covering
material. Many of these areas have visible substrate showing. The builder has installed step
flashing behind some of the stone.  This is done for cosmetic appearances.  When it is done in
this manor, the possibility of water entering behind the masonry still exists. Kickout flashing is
needed at all these areas to force any water out behind the masonry and on to the roof.  This
flashing is installed at the end of the wall roof intersection. Several areas of the counter flashing
have cracked or loose mortar. These areas should always have caulking not mortar.  There is no
flashing installed where the rake or fascia board meets the roofing materials.

Valleys:  
8.  Attention Needed - The valley over the master bathroom dead ends at the wall.  This area
appears to have flashing installed, however,  debris damming can cause water to enter the attic.
These areas need cleaned or some form of diversion installed to prevent this from happening.
The pictures shows how much was damned up at the time of the inspection. I cleared this area to
prevent damage.

Roof Framing, Exterior, notes:  
9. Where ever toe boards were used, there are excessive holes in the roofing or exposed nails.  

Roof Gutter System:  
10.  Attention Needed -  The gutter system on the roof edge appears to be leaking or
inadequately sloped to carry the water to the downspouts. The area by the south fireplace
chimney is sloped the wrong direction.   Action Necessary -  The splash blocks appear to be
missing.   Runoff water needs to flow away from the house at least 6 feet. Installation of
extensions or under ground tubes will allow the runoff to get far enough away,  not to  interfere
with the foundation.

Attic & Ventilation:
Attic Accessibility:  
11. Ceiling scuttle hole. There is also a pull down ladder installed. The ladder did not have the
nails or fasteners installed at the head piece. This is a requirement by the manufacturer.

STRUCTURAL
Structural:

Siding Condition:  
12.  Action Necessary - Some portions of the exterior stone siding material is lacking the proper
mortar. Many areas were noted showing the felt paper behind the wire mesh. The manufacturer
requires enough mortar be used to cover all the edges. There are several areas where the stone
is missing or loose. This will increase with the freeze thaw cycles.

Siding Conditions.  
13.  Action Necessary - There is missing siding noted on the roof to the left of the front entry.   
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Comment:  
14. Brick either facade or solid.  The lintels above the windows or doors are not in satisfactory
condition.  Some of the lintels need paint. The paint on lintels keep the steel from deteriorating
and staining the windows or doors. Rust can cause swelling of the the metal resulting in
separations between courses of brick. There are several areas where the brick is not sealed at
the top or the sides. Moisture will cause damage to the wall if not corrected.

Comments  
15. There are many nails still installed that were used to run string lines. These nails need
removed, and there is also many areas that need the mortar removed from window and door
sills.

Condition of Painted Surfaces:  
16.  Attention Needed - The exposed painted surfaces need some minor attention or touch-up to
make the surfaces weather tight.  These repairs should be scheduled soon to prevent further
deterioration. The garage overhead door needs painted behind the weather stripping.

Structural Caulking:  
17.  Action Necessary - Caulking around all wall penetrations and most siding joints is
necessary. There are areas of the structure that either were never caulked or need immediate
caulking.  This will help prevent further deterioration. Caulk should be applied to areas where two
dissimilar materials meet on the exterior,  brick and wood siding, trim around window frames or
doors, and piping and service penetrations.  Also,  any cracks that allow moisture or wind entry
should be caulked to prevent deterioration.

FIREPLACE:
Flue Condition From Roof:  
18.  Attention Needed -  The fireplace flue, as viewed from the roof, has a condition that
warrants cleaning and further investigation. There appears to be a bird nest in the flue over the
living room.

Exterior Stack Condition:  
19.  Action Necessary - The exterior stack has a condition that calls for repair. The chimney at
the study fireplace is missing the masonry cap at the top. This has allowed water to enter the
house. Damage was noted to the trim around the interior. Some movement of the fireplace is
noted at the cracked tile. It is possible some water damage to the floor could also have occurred
from this water intrusion. Removing portions of the wall is the only way to determine the extent of
the water damage.

Heat Circulator:  
20. Some of the units had blowers installed and some did not. One blower assembly was noted in
the garage.

FOUNDATION
Foundation

Perimeter Foundation Drainage Surface:  
21.  Attention Needed - The drainage around the foundation should slope away from the
foundation at a rate of 1/2 inch per foot for 6 feet from the foundation. Portions of the ground
around the perimeter do not meet this minimum standard.  However, it is not always possible to
achieve this much drainage.  Any positive drainage is acceptable. Gutter extensions will help at
these areas.
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HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING
Air Conditioning Unit No. 1:

Comment:  
22. The secondary condensation line for the south unit is not located at a separate location. This
is needed so the home owner can tell if the secondary pan in the attic is being used.

Heating Unit # 1:
Filter Condition:  
23.  Action Necessary - Recommend replacement, filter is not not functioning as intended. The
filter is in a condition that may cause damage to the heat exchanger due to restricted air flow
across the heat exchanger. Noted at all locations.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Main Power Panel and Circuitry

Panel Condition:  
24.  There are two double pole breakers that do not have an approved connector. This is easily
added and needs corrected.

Legend Available:  
25.  The label is required to be specific as to it's function. General lights and outlets is not
specific. Noted at both panels.

Circuit Wiring Condition:  
26.  Action Necessary - There are many light switches that appear not to function correctly.
There were areas that I could find no operating light switch. All switches need inspected for
operation, and any unused switches need explained to the buyers.

Missing Covers- Outlet/ Switches:  
27. All or most of the outlets and switches have  been painted. This is not a recommended
practice and can seriously affect the operations of switches and GFCI resets.

PLUMBING SYSTEM
Plumbing:

Main Water Line Cutoff Location:  
28. There is a shutoff located near the water heater. It is nearly impossible to access this valve.

Water Pressure:  
29. Water pressure was checked at an exterior hose bibb.  Water pressure from 40 to 80 pounds
per square inch is considered within normal/acceptable range.  The water pressure is over 100
psi.  Water pressure this high can cause damage to fill valves in toilets, dishwasher and clothes
washer.  Pressure regulator valve should be installed to regulate the pressure to an acceptable
40 to 80 psi range.  There was no visible regulator installed for adjustment.

Exterior Hose Bibbs Functional:  
30. The front hose bib is not secured to the wall.

Sewage Disposal Type:  
31. Septic System This inspection merely identifies the type of sewage waste disposal system.  
It does not comment of the adequacy or effectiveness of the system. Yeast flushed into system
several times a year will help promote good bacteria growth and extend the life of the septic
system.  It is recommended that septic tanks be cleaned every 5 to 10 years depending on
usage.  The most common failures to new septic systems is damage to the tank and lateral lines
after they are installed.The system should never be be driven over or the soil disturbed above the
lateral lines. If the tank is not visible a riser needs to be installed to mark it's location. The lateral
line ends should also be left above the soil for inspection. There was soil noted in the two visible
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inspection caps. I do not know if the line is completely full or just the ends. Check with the Benton
County Health Department for the proper installation and approval of this system.

Water Heater
Exposed Water Heater Condition:  
32. The burner door is missing or is not installed.

Drip Leg Installed:  
33. No - There is no drip leg installed on the incoming gas line to the water heater.

Water Piping Condition:  
34.  Action Necessary - The current piping condition warrants immediate repair. Support is
needed at the circulation pump.

KITCHEN
Kitchen

Ceiling:  
35.  Attention Needed - The ceiling in the kitchen is in need of some repair. I do not know the
extent of this condition. It is possible this condition is associated with the floor differences noted
in the upper bedroom above this area.

Cabinets Drawers and Doors:  
36.  Action Necessary - At least one cabinet  door or drawer is in need of repair or replacement.
Noted at the desk area. All of the doors need adjustment to the hinges. The sink base needs the
toe kick back installed or another tile needs laid under the cabinet.

Faucet and Supply Lines:  
37.  Attention Needed - The kitchen faucets is damaged, portions of the finish have been
removed.

Dishwasher:  
38.  Attention Needed - Through a visual or functional test, it was determined that the
dishwasher needs some repair work. The installation brackets are a safety concern.

LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY

Dryer Ventilation:  
39.  Attention Needed - The dryer ventilation, as installed will keep the washer away from the
wall a considerable difference. The exterior damper is not fastened to the wall.

BEDROOM
Master Bedroom:

Entry Door:  
40.  Attention Needed - The entry door or hardware on the master bedroom needs some
adjustment or repair for it to function appropriately. There is missing hardware noted at most
double doors.

Outside Entry Door:  
41.  Attention Needed - The outside entry door to the master bedroom needs some minor
adjustment or repair. The door is dragging.

Walls:  
42.  Attention Needed - The walls in the bedroom are damaged from the exterior door.
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Ceiling:  
43.  Attention Needed - There are cracks in the ceiling that need to be repaired. I was unable to
determine the cause for this cracking. It does appear to have been patched once before and has
re-cracked.

Bedroom:
Closet:  
44.  Attention Needed - The closet doors or fixtures need some adjustment or repair. The striker
needs adjustment.

Windows:  
45.  Attention Needed - At least one window or associated hardware in this bedroom needs
attention. There is minor damage noted at the right window.

BATHROOM
Bathroom:

Toilet Condition  
46.  Action Necessary - The toilet in the master bathroom needs repair. The toilet is not secure
to the floor, allowing it to wobble and possibly leak.  Action should be taken to re-secure it to the
floor. Noted at the upper bathroom east side.

OTHER LIVING SPACES
Living Room:

Comments:  
47. There is a functional wet bar in this area.  The GFCI appears to be connected to another
reset location. There should be only be one reset in a series for proper function. This
outlet also tied with one in the kitchen.

Study / Den:
Walls:  
48.  Attention Needed - The walls in this room show some damage from water.

Ceiling:  
49. Current Leak - There are water stains in the ceiling that are evidence of a current water leak.  
Further investigation needed.  If source of the water leak was located the inspector has noted it.

Other Room:
Floor:  
50.  Attention Needed - The floor in this room is in need of some attention. There is an obvious
difference in the floor elevation. I did not determine the extent of this difference or the cause.

GARAGE
Garage

Outside Entry Door:  
51. The door going to the house needs the threshold supported and new weather sweep at the
door bottom.
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Maintenance  Items
In the opinion of the inspector, these items will require regular maintenance to maintain the
proper function of the installed unit or areas noted.  Average wear and tear will affect these
areas more, depending on the amount, and care these areas receive.  Maintaining these areas
will prolong extensive repairs. There maybe areas that require maintenance that are not
listed.  As a structure gets older, adjustments will become necessary for these items, or areas
to function as they were intended.
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Prepared Exclusively for:         Mike  & Julie Roehm  
4061 Caerleon Cr   Cave Springs, AR  72718                                      
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  State of Arkansas and AAREI # HI-1148                        ASHI Member # 207279

Inspected By;   Joel  D. Gabel       
Attic to Basement Inspections                           

16 Eppington Lane  Bella Vista, AR 72714  
(479)-876-6197   

  Home Inspection Report

Inspections are completed to the American Society of Home Inspectors and the State of Arkansas Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics



  
  

 

We thank you for the opportunity to be a part of your Home Buying experience.
If you have any further questions or inspection requests, please don't hesitate to contact us.

As they say, "word of mouth goes a long way", so please don't hesitate to pass our name
along.

"Enjoy Your New Home!"

  Home Inspection Report

Inspections are completed to the American Society of Home Inspectors and the State of Arkansas Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics
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SITE
Site:

House faces: The front of the house faces East.
Rear View The rear of the house faces West.
Right Side View The right side of the house faces North.
Left Side View The left side of the house faces South.
Style of House: Two Story, Executive style home.
Estimate age of house: This is a new house.
Approximate Lot Size: The lot appears to be an average size for the area.
Area Description: The area is well established with homes of similar type construction.
Lot Landscape
Condition: Good - The lot landscaping has better visual appeal than surrounding

properties.
Site Drainage: Satisfactory - The lot appears to have adequate drainage to prevent water from

ponding.
Bushes and Shrubs
Condition: Good - The shrubs and/or bushes have a better appearance than expected.

They are neatly trimmed and spaced.
Trees Condition: Satisfactory - The trees on the site appear to all be alive and in acceptable

condition.
Address Identification: Satisfactory - The address identification is easily read and readily visible.  The

reason for proper address identification is for safety.  The emergency personnel
need to have properties well identified and the address easily readable.

Street Lights Noted: Yes - Street lights were noted in the area of the property.
Fire Hydrant Noted: Yes - Fire Hydrant was noted within 500 feet of the property.  Insurance rates

may be affected by the presence of or lack of fire hydrant. Check with your
insurance company for favorable treatment if hydrant is noted.

Mailbox Noted: Yes - There is a mailbox on site.  It is functional and at an acceptable height.

Paving Condition:
Street and Curb
Condition: Satisfactory - The street and or  curb in front of the property appear to be in

satisfactory condition.
Sidewalk at Street: Satisfactory - There is a sidewalk next to the street on site.  The condition of the

surface is satisfactory.  Ownership of the sidewalk and maintenance thereof
needs to be determined to prevent future disputes.

Street Drainage and
Gutters: Satisfactory - The street appears to have adequate slope and drainage.  There

are curbs installed and appear to be satisfactory.
Driveway Paving
Material: Concrete. 
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Walk ways and Stoop
Materials: Concrete.
Driveway and Walkway
Condition:

Attention Needed - The driveway and/or walk ways needs attention and minor
repair to prevent further deterioration.  The cracks in the driveway and/or walk
ways need to be sealed with caulking  to prevent further damage.  The freeze -
thaw cycle may cause differential settlement and enlarge existing cracks. There
is minor damage to the driveway at the A/C units.

Entry way Stoop:

Action Necessary - The steps at the exterior rear by the A/C units and the
garage entry steps have several very serious safety issues. Any staircase over
30 inches high is required to have a handrail and in these cases also a guard
rail. The maximum riser height on any step is 7 3/4 inches, risers can vary no
more than 3/8 of a inch. Both of these steps do not meet any of these required
standards. A serious trip hazard exits at both of these locations.
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Patio
Patio Slab Materials: Concrete.
Slab Condition: Attention Needed - The slab needs repair in order to prevent further

deterioration. It appears that some water could stand in front of the south doors.
I did not pour water on the slab to check this condition. Judging from the brick
line the concrete it does appear to be low at the area in front of the door coming
out of the master bedroom.You could have some standing water at this area.

Electrical Service to
Patio: The outlet is Ground Fault Circuit Interrupt protected.
Patio Lighted: Yes.

Utility Services:
Water Source: City. 
Water Meter Location: The water meter is located in the front of the property.
Electric Service: Underground.
Electric Service
Condition: The underground service appears to be in good condition.  Contact the utility

company before digging in the yard.
Cable Television
Service: None - Cable television is not currently connected to this structure.  Service

availability in the area is not determined as a part of this inspection.
Telephone Service: None - Telephone service is not currently connected to this structure.  Service

availability in the area is not determined as a part of this inspection.
Cable Television,
Telephone Grounding
Wire Verified: No - The grounding wires for the cable television service and/or telephone were

not verified by this inspection.  Inspector was unable to determine presence of
ground wire.  For safety reasons these services should be grounded to a metal
water supply pipe or to a ground driven rod.

Fuel Source: Natural gas is provided by a regulated service company or utility.
Sewage Disposal
System: Septic System - A private system is installed on the property.  Septic tank and

drainage fields are not covered under the scope of this inspection.  Some
localities require certification of the site waste disposal system.  The location or
the type of tank was not determined through this visual inspection.

Gas Services:
Gas Fired Equipment
Installed: Furnace.  Water heater.  Range - oven.  There is also a gas starter in the fire

place or a gas-log fireplace.  Gas cooking grill.
Location of Meter: Rear side of the house.
Type of Gas Supply: Natural Gas.
Gas Appliances in
Garage Area?: Yes - Any gas appliance located on the floor in a garage must have the

combustion chamber located at least 18 inches above the floor and not
accessible to damage by a vehicle, or in a separate enclosure.  Appliance
installation appears to be within this general guideline.  Water heater.
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Gas Line Primary Piping
Material: Black Iron Pipe.
Secondary Supply
Piping: Black Iron Pipe, Gastite, flex coated stainless steel.  The connector is an AGA

approved material and is so tagged.
Piping Installation -
Routing - Shutoffs -
Hangers - Supports: Action Required - Inadequate

hangers to support the supply
piping can cause of failure or
rupture of the line. Noted in the
attic at the middle furnace.

Gas Odors Noted: No, Not all areas of the gas lines were visible. Only areas visible were
inspected. Most gas suppliers will check for leaks with no charge.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Underground Tanks: No, there is no visible evidence of any underground fuel tank on the property

inspected.  Note however, that this inspection is not an environmental analysis
of the property.

Lead Paint: Residences built after 1974, when lead based paints were no longer available to
the general public, are much less likely to have lead based paints and stains in
the structure.  This inspection does not include inspections for the presence of
lead based paints or stains.  However, if further information is wanted, it can be
obtained from this inspection company or the Environmental Protection Agency.

Radon: Radon screening is not included in this inspection.  For further information on
Radon, contact this inspection company or the Environmental Protection
Agency.  Radon gas is a natural substance that is present in most areas of the
United States.  Radon is a daughter of Radium.  Radon itself is not of particular
importance as a health risk.  Radon has a half-life of 3.7 days, and chances are
good that you will exhale any radon gas you inhale before it decays.  Radon
decays into Polonium, and this is where the health risk lies.  Polonium has 2
daughters.  One has a half-life of approximately one minute and the other
daughter has a half-life of less than a second.  This second daughter poses a
health risk as the gamma ray emitted can strike a living cell and possibly cause
the cell to become cancerous.  For more detailed analysis of Radon and it
health risks contact this inspection company or the EPA.

Mold: No test was preformed and the inspector accepts no liability to presence of any
type of mold or its health risks. Most types of mold can be controlled with a 10%
solution of bleach and water, however, the source of the moisture must be
found and stopped. Recommend this be done professionally. Due to the water
damage noted at the fireplace in the study and the water intrusion noted at
the exterior walls from the lack of kickout flashings, it is highly likely some
mold is present in these areas.
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Asbestos: Asbestos is an inorganic material used in the construction industry for years.  In
the last 20 years we have become aware of certain health risks from breathing
the airborne asbestos fibers.  For further information on asbestos health
hazards, contact the Environmental Protection Agency.
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ROOF & ATTIC
ROOFING

Type Roof: Combination of: Gable, Hip.
Roof Covering Materials: Architectural shingles are of better than average quality and last between 20 to

30 yrs. with proper maintenance.
Cover Layers: The roof covering on the main structure appears to be the first covering.
Underlayment Noted: Asphalt impregnated felt underlayment was noted under the roofing material in

at least 2 locations that were checked.
Condition of Roof
Covering Material: Action Necessary -  There are

exposed  nails  on some of the
shingles, or some nails have
backed up through the roofing .
This promotes leaks at the
nails and should be corrected,
at the very least they should be
re-driven and then caulked.
The entire roof will need
checked for this condition.

Estimated Life
Expectancy of Roof: The roof covering appears to have a life expectancy of 15 yrs. or more,

assuming proper maintenance is completed, The life expectancy given is the
best estimate of the inspector, assuming proper maintenance.  The actual life of
the roofing materials used can be influenced by external sources like weather
extremes, conditions caused by trees and vegetation, and mechanical
damages.

Slope: Combination of: High slope is considered to be 7 in 12, or higher.  Medium
slope is considered to be between 4 in 12 and 6 in 12.
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Flashing:

Action Necessary -  Some portion of the roof flashing needs immediate repair,
as it appears to be missing or leaking.  There are many areas where kickout
flashings were never installed.  Kickouts are needed to prevent roof water from
running down behind the exterior wall covering material. Many of these areas
have visible substrate showing. The builder has installed step flashing behind
some of the stone.  This is done for cosmetic appearances.  When it is done in
this manor, the possibility of water entering behind the masonry still exists.
Kickout flashing is needed at all these areas to force any water out behind the
masonry and on to the roof.  This flashing is installed at the end of the wall roof
intersection. Several areas of the counter flashing have cracked or loose
mortar. These areas should always have caulking not mortar.  There is no
flashing installed where the rake or fascia board meets the roofing materials.

Means of Roof
Inspection: The roof covering was inspected by walking on the roof.
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Valleys: Attention Needed - The valley
over the master bathroom dead
ends at the wall.  This area
appears to have flashing
installed, however, debris
damming can cause water to
enter the attic. These areas
need cleaned or some form of
diversion installed to prevent
this from happening. The
pictures shows how much was
damned up at the time of the
inspection. I cleared this area
to prevent damage.

Ridges: Satisfactory -  The ridge covering material appears to be in satisfactory
condition.

Roof Framing, Exterior,
notes: Where ever toe boards were used, there are excessive holes in the roofing or

exposed nails. 
Evidence of Leakage: Yes -  There is evidence of water leakage noted from the exterior.
Roof Gutter System: Attention Needed -  The gutter

system on the roof edge
appears to be leaking or
inadequately sloped to carry
the water to the downspouts.
The area by the south fireplace
chimney is sloped the wrong
direction.  Action Necessary -
The splash blocks appear to be
missing.  Runoff water needs to
flow away from  the house at
least 6 feet. Installation of
extensions or under ground
tubes will allow the runoff to
get far enough away,  not to
interfere with the foundation.

Attic & Ventilation:
Attic Access Location: Bedroom closet ceiling.
Attic Accessibility: Ceiling scuttle hole.  There is also a pull down ladder installed. The ladder did

not have the nails or fasteners installed at the head piece. This is a requirement
by the manufacturer.

Method of Inspection: Attic cavity was inspected by entering the area.
Attic Cavity Type: Crawl Through - The attic cavity is not useable for any storage due to size,

framing, or insulation.
Roof Framing: A rafter system is installed to support the roof decking.  The rafter spacing is 16

inch on center and some rafter spacing is 24 inch on center.
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Roof Framing Condition: Satisfactory - The roof framing appears to be in a  functional condition.
Roof Bracing: The roof framing as installed seems adequate.  On a high pitch roof collar ties

are used to help distribute the load factor on the exterior walls and used to
stiffen the rafters.  The collar ties appear satisfactory.

Roof Decking: The roof decking material is strand board sheeting.  The builder installed ply
clips when installing the sheeting to prevent the sheeting from sagging at the
joints.

Evidence of Leaks on
Interior of Attic: There is no evidence of current water leaks into the accessible attic spaces.
Ventilation Hi/Low: Satisfactory -  There appears to be adequate ventilation installed. Vents located

both in the ridge area and low in the eaves area.
Vapor Barrier Installed: There was no vapor barrier noted in the attic cavity.
Insulation Clear of
Sheathing: There is at least 1 1/2 inches clearance between the roof sheathing and the

insulation.
Insulation Noted: Satisfactory -  The attic insulation appears to be adequate and properly

installed.  The following type insulation was noted in the attic: Fiberglass.  Loose
bagged or blown in place.  There is some Batt insulation also installed.  There is
an average of 14 inches of insulation installed.
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STRUCTURAL
Structural:

Type of Construction: Frame.
Exterior Siding
Materials: Combination of: Brick, Stone, Stucco.
Siding Condition: Action Necessary - Some

portions of the exterior stone
siding material is lacking the
proper mortar. Many areas
were noted showing the felt
paper behind the wire mesh.
The manufacturer requires
enough mortar be used to
cover all the edges. There are
several areas where the stone
is missing or loose. This will
increase with the freeze thaw
cycles.

Siding Conditions. Action Necessary - There is
missing siding noted on the
roof to the left of the front entry.
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Comment:

Brick either facade or solid.  The lintels above the windows or doors are not in
satisfactory condition.  Some of the lintels need paint. The paint on lintels keep
the steel from deteriorating and staining the windows or doors. Rust can cause
swelling of the the metal resulting in separations between courses of brick.
There are several areas where the brick is not sealed at the top or the sides.
Moisture will cause damage to the wall if not corrected.

Comments There are many nails still installed that were used to run string lines. These nails
need removed, and there is also many areas that need the mortar removed
from window and door sills.

Trim Condition: Satisfactory - Trim is intact and satisfactory.
Soffit/Eaves: Satisfactory - Soffit/eaves appear to be in satisfactory condition and show only

signs of normal wear.
Fascia & Rake Boards: Satisfactory - Fascia and rake boards appear to be in satisfactory condition and

show only signs of normal wear.
Condition of Painted
Surfaces: Attention Needed - The exposed painted surfaces need some minor attention

or touch-up to make the surfaces weather tight.  These repairs should be
scheduled soon to prevent further deterioration. The garage overhead door
needs painted behind the weather stripping.

Windows Type: Double Hung, Insulated glass windows.
Window Condition: Good - The windows in this structure are of better quality and style than would

be expected in a home of similar construction.
Earth to Wood
Clearance: Satisfactory - There appears to be adequate clearance between earth and

wood.  It is suggested that there should be a minimum of 4 inches clearance
between earth and any wood siding or framing materials.
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Insulated Sheathing
Noted: No.
Type Insulation Noted: Insulation was noted at the following locations: The exterior wall cavity has the

following insulation noted, 6 inches of insulation was noted in the exterior wall,
undetermined if this is in all wall cavities.

Structural Caulking:

Action Necessary - Caulking around all wall penetrations and most siding joints
is necessary.  There are areas of the structure that either were never caulked or
need immediate caulking.  This will help prevent further deterioration.  Caulk
should be applied to areas where two dissimilar materials meet on the exterior,
brick and wood siding, trim around window frames or doors, and piping and
service penetrations.  Also,  any cracks that allow moisture or wind entry should
be caulked to prevent deterioration.

Framing Type: Platform framing was the chosen style of framing.
Exposed Wall Framing
Location: Garage.
Framing members
sizing. The framing is 2" x 6" wood members.  The visible portions of the walls are

framed with 16 inch centers.
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Exposed Wall Framing
Members Condition: Satisfactory - The exposed wall framing members were in satisfactory condition.

The exposed percentages of wall framing members is minimal. Therefore no
assumption should be made as to the condition of the unexposed framing
members.  This is only a comment on the visible portions of the wall framing. 

Exposed Floor/Ceiling
Framing Location: Attic Floor.
Floor Framing Members
Size. The floor/ceiling  framing is constructed with 2" x 10" members.  The floor /

ceiling is framed with 16 inch centers.
Exposed Floor/Ceiling
Framing Condition: Satisfactory - The exposed portions of the floor/ceiling  framing joist members

are in satisfactory condition.
Wall Covering Material: The predominate  wall covering material is, Sheetrock.
Ceiling Covering
Material: The predominate ceiling covering material is, Sheetrock.

FIREPLACE:
Location of Fireplace: Living Room.  Family Room. Study/Den.
Type of Fireplace: Zero Clearance - There is a zero clearance fireplace installed.  It is a metal

double or triple walled unit that allows installation within inches of flammable
materials rather than the standard 36 inch clearance on standard free standing
metal fireplaces.

Fireplace Fuel: The fireplace was designed to burn wood. The fireplace has a gas line
installed. 

Firebox Condition: Satisfactory - The firebox appears to be sound and useable in its current
condition.  There is a set of glass doors installed.  Used correctly, these will help
minimize heat loss when fireplace is not in use.  They also eliminate burning
embers from flying into the room during a fire and reduce the volume of room air
sucked up the chimney.

Damper Condition: Satisfactory - The flue damper appears to be functional and fully adjustable. 
Evidence of Drafting
Problems: No evidence of drafting problems were noted, however I did not light a fire to

determine if it drafts well.
Flue Condition from
Firebox: Satisfactory - The visible portions of the chimney flue appear to be satisfactory.

The inspection is limited to the visible portions of the fireplace flue. Drop light,
mirrors and smoke testing are not a part of the inspection. Visibility in the flue is
limited to as little as 20 percent.  If further investigation is necessary, a qualified
professional chimney sweep is recommended.

Smoke Chamber: Satisfactory - The smoke chamber walls are sloped towards the flue and are
smoothed. 

Flue Condition From
Roof: Attention Needed -  The fireplace flue, as viewed from the roof, has a condition

that warrants cleaning and further investigation. There appears to be a bird nest
in the flue over the living room.
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Exterior Stack Material: The exterior fireplace stacks are made of rock and or stucco.
Exterior Stack
Condition:

Action Necessary - The exterior stack has a condition that calls for repair. The
chimney at the study fireplace is missing the masonry cap at the top. This has
allowed water to enter the house. Damage was noted to the trim around the
interior. Some movement of the fireplace is noted at the cracked tile. It is
possible some water damage to the floor could also have occurred from this
water intrusion. Removing portions of the wall is the only way to determine the
extent of the water damage.

Chimney Height and
Clearance: Yes - The chimney installation appears to meet clearance requirements.  The

chimney should extend 3 feet above the roof through which it protrudes, or be 2
feet above any surface within 10 feet horizontally, whichever is higher.

Ash pit Present: No - There is no ash pit.
Source of Combustion
Air: Room air is used for combustion in the fireplace.  It would be best to have a

window open while using, since a roaring fire consumes approximately 300 to
400 cubic feet of air per minute.

Heat Circulator: Some of the units had blowers installed and some did not. One blower
assembly was noted in the garage.
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FOUNDATION
Foundation

Type of Foundation: Slab on grade refers to a concrete slab poured on a prepared gravel or sand
base at grade level.

Foundation Materials: Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) laid in horizontal, interlocking rows.  CMUs are
generally 8 inch by 16 inch and 8 inch wide.

Visible Portions of
Exterior Foundation
Walls: There was no visible foundation noted above ground.
Evidence of Recent
Movement: No -  There is no visible evidence of any recent movement.  This is not a

structural inspection of the entire foundation or wall.  Only visible areas are
commented on.  There is no way to determine if any movement will occur in the
future or if any unseen movement has already taken place.

Perimeter Foundation
Drainage Surface: Attention Needed - The drainage around the foundation should slope away

from the foundation at a rate of 1/2 inch per foot for 6 feet from the foundation.
Portions of the ground around the perimeter do not meet this minimum
standard.  However, it is not always possible to achieve this much drainage.
Any positive drainage is acceptable.   Gutter extensions will help at these areas.
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HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING
Air Conditioning Unit No. 1:

Model/ Serial Number: Brand - Trane; Model # 2TTX4060B1000AA; Serial # 5291MEK2F; This unit
was manufactured about  2005. Brand - Trane; Model # 2TTX4060B1000AA;
Serial # 5372LTF2F; This unit was manufactured about 2005. Brand - Trane;
Model # 2TTX4024B1000AA; Serial # 5424YT91F; This unit was manufactured
about  2005.  The typical service life for an AC unit is 12 - 18 years.

Type: Refrigerator/ Split System.  Electric powered.
Unit/ Condenser
Location: Rear of the house.  Side of the house.
Unit Tested: No - The air conditioning unit was not tested either due to ambient temperatures

or because the unit was shut down.  The inspector may not activate a unit that
has been disconnected or does not activate using normal controls.  The
inspector may not activate unit if the ambient temperature is below 65 degrees
or below the temperature recommended by the manufacturer. The breakers
were in the off position.  The scope of this inspection does not include the
effectiveness or adequacy of the system.

Insulation Wrap on the
Suction Line: Satisfactory.
Condenser Clear of
Obstructions: Satisfactory.
Condenser Cabinet
Level: Satisfactory.
Condensing Coil
Condition: Satisfactory - The condensing coil appears to be clean and no blockage noted.

It is recommended to take precautions to prevent blocked coils which will cause
a drop in efficiency.  For example: when mowing, throw grass clippings away
from the condenser cabinet.

Service Disconnect: Satisfactory - The installed service disconnect is located within sight of the
condensing coil cabinet and not more than 50 feet from the unit.

Condensate Line: Satisfactory - The condensate drain line appears to be adequately installed.
Periodic checking to make sure that the line is clear will help to maintain the
system.

Evidence of
Maintenance: For optimum performance, the air conditioning system should be serviced

annually prior to the cooling season.  The air filter should be changed regularly.
(30-45 days recommended.)

Comment: The secondary condensation line for the south unit is not located at a separate
location. This is needed so the home owner can tell if the secondary pan in the
attic is being used.
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Heating Unit # 1:
Heating System
Location: Attic.
Heating System Type: A forced air furnace is installed as the primary source of heat.
Fuel Source: The fuel source is natural gas.
Model/ Serial Number: Brand - Trane; Model # TUE100A960L3; Serial # 52400GPIG and 52115UTIG;

These units were manufactured about  2005. Brand - Trane; Model #
TUE060A936L3; Serial # 5203JCRIG; This unit was manufactured about  2005.
The typical service life for a force air gas furnace is 18 - 20 years.

Flue Type: The flue pipe is metal.
Flue Condition: Satisfactory - The furnace/boiler flue as installed appears to be in satisfactory

condition.
Unit Tested: Yes.
Furnace Temperature
output 140 degrees to
170 degrees: Yes.
Furnace Cabinet
Condition: Satisfactory.
Heat Exchanger
Inspected: No heat exchanger can be viewed fully without removing the chamber. This is

beyond the scope of this inspection, only a certified HVAC contractor should
make that determination. 

Carbon Monoxide
Tested: No.
Draft Hoods/Draw: Satisfactory - The draft hoods on the gas fired appliances are secure and each

gas appliance appears to be drawing as expected.
Gas Fired Appliance
Flue/Vents: Satisfactory - The visible portions of the flue/vent system appear to be installed

correctly and functional.
Secondary Air
Adequacy: Satisfactory - Availability of secondary air for combustion and flue draft appears

to be adequate, however no calculation was  performed.
Blower Condition: Satisfactory - The blower assembly appears to be performing as expected.
Filter Condition: Action Necessary - Recommend replacement, filter is not not functioning as

intended.  The filter is in a condition that may cause damage to the heat
exchanger due to restricted air flow across the heat exchanger. Noted at all
locations.

Electronic Air Cleaner
Installed: No.
Ducts Condition: Satisfactory- Duct work appears to be properly installed and supported.
Duct Insulation in
Unheated Spaces: Exposed duct work in unheated spaces is insulated, adding to the efficiency of

the heating and air conditioning systems.
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Does each habitable
room have a heat
source? Yes.
Adequate Returns or
Undercut Doors: Yes.
Supply / Returns: Satisfactory - The supply and returns appear to be satisfactory.
Humidifier Installed: No.
Thermostat Location: Lower hallway and at the 2nd floor hall outside of the bedrooms.
Thermostat Condition: The upper level left thermostat controls the south unit and the right

thermostat controls the north unit. This appears to be backwards,
however, the thermostats function properly.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Primary Power Source

Service Voltage: The incoming electrical service to this structure is 120/240 volts.
Service/Entrance/Meter: Underground / Good - Underground service to the structure is desirable for

safety and appearance.  Contact utility company to mark the location of
underground cable before digging.

Main Power Panel and Circuitry
Main Power Distribution
Panel Location: The main electric panel is located in the garage.
Main Power Panel Size: 200 amp - The ampacity of the main power panel appears to be more than

adequate for the structure as presently used with room for expansion.
Is Panel Accessible: Yes - The electrical panel is in a location that makes it readily accessible.
Panel Condition: There are two double pole

breakers that do not have an
approved connector. This is
easily added and needs
corrected.

Main Panel Type: Breakers - The structure is equipped with a breaker type main power panel.
This is the desirable type because when a breaker trips off it can easily be
reset.  Caution, if a breaker is reset and trips back off, this is an indication that
there is a short or weakened condition in the circuit.  Call a qualified licenses
electrician for analysis of the existing problem.

Breaker / Fuse to Wire
Compatibility: Satisfactory - The breakers/fuses in the main power panel appear to be

appropriately matched to the circuit wire gauge.
Legend Available: The label is required to be specific as to it's function. General lights and outlets

is not specific. Noted at both panels.
Panel Cover Removed: Yes.
Condition of Wiring in
Panel: Satisfactory - Electrical circuitry wiring in panel appears neatly arranged with no

unallowable splices.
Feeder and Circuit
Wiring Type: Copper - Structure is wired using plastic insulated copper single conductor

cables commonly referred to as Romex.
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Circuit Wiring Condition: Action Necessary - There are many light switches that appear not to function
correctly. There were areas that I could find no operating light switch. All
switches need inspected for operation, and any unused switches need
explained to the buyers.

Ground Fault Protected
Outlets: At all locations needed - This structure is adequately protected by using Ground

Fault Circuit Interrupt Outlets at all locations within 6' of a water source and any
of these locations: all outside outlets, in the garage, and unfinished basement. 

Arc Fault Protected
Circuits The 2002 current standards require the installation of these circuits at all

bedroom branch circuits. This is a good safety feature.  The circuits are properly
installed.

Receptacle Grounding: Satisfactory - After a random check of a representative number of the 3 prong
outlets all tested outlets were correctly grounded and polarized.  This does not
imply that all are considered correctly wired.

Main Service Ground
Verified: Yes - The main service ground wire was located by the inspector.  The

grounding conductor to the water service line was noted and is correctly
connected to the street side of the main water line.

Wire Protection/
Routing: Satisfactory - Visible wiring appears to be installed in an acceptable manner.
Missing Covers- Outlet/
Switches: All or most of the outlets and switches have  been painted. This is not a

recommended practice and can seriously affect the operations of switches and
GFCI resets.

Smoke Detectors: Yes - The structure is equipped with functioning smoke or heat detectors.  They
should be tested periodically in accordance with manufacturer specifications.
This does not imply that there is adequate coverage by the existing detector(s).
The installed smoke detector(s) are wired into the electrical system., If hard
wired smoke detectors are installed, be sure it is a battery backup type or install
a battery backup type as a safety, in case power goes off before alarm sounds.
Smoke detectors are recommended by the U.S. Product Safety Commission, to
be installed Inside each bedroom and adjoining hallway and on each living level
of the home and basement level.

Doorbells : Yes - The exterior door(s) have working door bells.
Intercom: There is a security system installed, it was not tested and is not covered under

this inspection.

Downstream Power Panel and Circuitry
Downstream Power
Distribution Panel
Location: The downstream electric panel is located next to the main panel.
Downstream Power
Panel Size: 100 amp - The ampacity of the downstream power panel appears to be within

the normal parameters for the structure's age.  However, a load analysis is
recommended if you anticipate adding more circuits or load to the system.
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Feeder Cable to Panel: Copper.
Is Panel Accessible: Yes - The electrical panel is in a location that makes it readily accessible.
Panel Condition: Satisfactory - The power panel, as a container for safely covering electrical

circuitry and components, is functioning as intended, minimizing risk of electrical
shock.

Downstream Panel Type:Breakers - The structure is equipped with a breaker type main power panel.
This is the desirable type because when a breaker trips off it can easily be
reset.  Caution, if a breaker is reset and trips back off, this is an indication that
there is a short or weakened condition in the circuit.  Call a qualified licenses
electrician for analysis of the existing problem.

Breaker / Fuse to Wire
Compatibility: Satisfactory - The breakers/fuses in the main power panel appear to be

appropriately matched to the circuit wire gauge.
Downstream Service
Panel Bonding Verified: Yes - The downstream service bonding wire was located by the inspector.
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PLUMBING SYSTEM
Plumbing:

Water Source: City / Municipal.  No leak test was preformed on the piping from the meter to the
structure.

Plumbing Service Piping
Size to Structure: 3/4" water service line from meter to the main cutoff.
Public Service Piping
Material: The main service line to the structure is copper.
Main Water Line Cutoff
Location: There is a shutoff located near the water heater. It is nearly impossible to

access this valve.
Visible Mineral Deposits
or Encrustation's: No.
Interior Supply Piping
Size: The interior water supply piping is 3/4" diameter. It then reduces to 1/2" or 3/8"

risers.
Interior Supply Piping
Material: The interior supply piping in the structure is predominately copper.
Water Pressure: Water pressure was checked at an exterior hose bibb.  Water pressure from 40

to 80 pounds per square inch is considered within normal/acceptable range.
The water pressure is over 100 psi.  Water pressure this high can cause
damage to fill valves in toilets, dishwasher and clothes washer.  Pressure
regulator valve should be installed to regulate the pressure to an acceptable 40
to 80 psi range. There was no visible regulator installed for adjustment.

Exterior Hose Bibbs
Functional: The front hose bib is not secured to the wall.
Functional Supply: Satisfactory - By testing multiple fixtures at one time, functional flow of the water

supply verified.
Leaks in the Supply
Piping Noted: No, Water lines installed in a concrete slab, or are not visible to the inspector

and are not covered under this inspection.
Sewage Disposal Type: Septic System  This inspection merely identifies the type of sewage waste

disposal system.  It does not comment of the adequacy or effectiveness of the
system. Yeast flushed into system several times a year will help promote good
bacteria growth and extend the life of the septic system.  It is recommended that
septic tanks be cleaned every 5 to 10 years depending on usage.  The most
common failures to new septic systems is damage to the tank and lateral lines
after they are installed.The system should never be be driven over or the soil
disturbed above the lateral lines. If the tank is not visible a riser needs to be
installed to mark it's location. The lateral line ends should also be left above the
soil for inspection. There was soil noted in the two visible inspection caps. I do
not know if the line is completely full or just the ends. Check with the Benton
County Health Department for the proper installation and approval of this
system.
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Waste Line Materials The predominate waste line material is plastic.
Waste Piping Condition: Satisfactory - The visible plumbing waste piping appears functional.
Vent Piping Material The vent material, as it passes through the roof, is plastic.
Vent Piping Condition: Satisfactory - The visible plumbing vent piping appears functional.
Supply/Waste Piping
Supports: Satisfactory - The tie straps and hangers supporting supply and waste piping

appear adequate.  Plumbing installed under a slab, or is not visible to the
inspector and is not covered under this inspection.

Functional Drainage: Yes - Functional drainage has been verified.  Water drained from a random
sample of fixtures or drains at a rate faster than was supplied.

Location of Waste Line
Clean outs: There is a clean out at the exterior.  Noted at the north side.
Lawn Sprinkler System: There is a lawn sprinkler system installed.  Inspection of the installed lawn

sprinkler is beyond the scope of this inspection.  Recommend further inspection
by a licensed plumber or lawn sprinkler company.  There is a backflow device
installed for the lawn sprinkler system.

Water Heater
Location: Garage.
Model & Serial Numbers: Brand - American; Model # - PV62 75T75 3 NV; Serial # - 0544100324;

Manufactured approximately 2005.  The average service life for a water heater
in this area   is 15  - 20  years.

Tank Capacity: A 75 gallon water heater is installed.
Fuel Source for Water
Heater: The water heater is gas fired.
Electric Service to Water
Heater: Satisfactory - The electric service to the water heater appears to be installed in

a acceptable manner.
Exposed Water Heater
Condition: The burner door is missing or is not installed.
Firebox Condition The underside of the tank appears to be in normal condition in relation to its

age.
Drip Leg Installed: No - There is no drip leg installed on the incoming gas line to the water heater.
Flue/ Exhaust Pipe
Condition: Satisfactory - The exhaust flue appears to be correctly installed.  The exhaust

flue pipe is plastic.  A high efficiency unit's gas temperature is low enough that
plastic pipe can be used.
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Water Piping Condition: Action Necessary - The
current piping condition
warrants immediate repair.
Support is needed at the
circulation pump.

Water Heater Fill Valve
Installed: Yes - There is a fill valve installed on the incoming water line.  This valve can be

used to cut off the water supply to the water heater.
Temperature Controls: Satisfactory - The thermostat and temperature controls appear to function

normally.  Temperature controls for most economical and relatively safe
condition would be set at 130 degrees F.  Temperatures in excess of 130
degrees F. are not recommended for both economic and safety reasons.
Checking water temperatures is beyond the scope of this inspection but can be
determined by use of a simple cooking thermometer.

Drain Valve: Yes - There is a drain valve installed on the lower side of the water heater.  The
purpose of the drain valve is to flush sediments out of the bottom of the water
heater and to drain for service or replacement.

Temperature & Pressure
Relief Valve: Satisfactory - The temperature & pressure relief valve is of the correct rating for

the water heater.
Safety Overflow Pipe: Satisfactory - The overflow pipe is correctly installed.
Water Heater Insulation
Jacket: No.
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KITCHEN
Kitchen

Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in the kitchen are satisfactory.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this kitchen are

satisfactory.
Ceiling: Attention Needed - The ceiling in the kitchen is in need of some repair. I do not

know the extent of this condition. It is possible this condition is associated with
the floor differences noted in the upper bedroom above this area.

Floor: Satisfactory - The flooring in the kitchen is satisfactory.
Pantry Closet: Satisfactory - The pantry is functional and has shelving installed.
Lighting: Some this lighting is not functional. Already noted.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - There is a ground fault circuit interrupt outlet installed & functional

above the kitchen counter top.  It is in the area within reach of the sink.  The
1996 Electric Code recommends that all electric outlets in the kitchen, except
for the refrigerator, be GFCI protected.

Counter Tops: The counter tops are better than expected.
Cabinets Drawers and
Doors: Action Necessary - At least

one cabinet  door or drawer is
in need of repair or
replacement. Noted at the desk
area. All of the doors need
adjustment to the hinges. The
sink base needs the toe kick
back installed or another tile
needs laid under the cabinet.

Faucet and Supply
Lines: Attention Needed - The kitchen faucets is damaged, portions of the finish have

been removed.
Sink and Drain Lines: Satisfactory - The sink and drainage lines appear to be satisfactory.
Caulking Water Contact
Areas: Satisfactory - The caulking in water contact areas appears to be satisfactory.
Food Waste Disposal: Satisfactory - The food waste disposal appears to be functional.  No food was

ground up in this inspection. Unable to determine if unit will grind food waste
adequately.
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Dishwasher: Attention Needed - Through a
visual or functional test, it was
determined that the dishwasher
needs some repair work. The
installation brackets are a
safety concern.

Range Hood: Satisfactory - The range hood and exhaust fan appeared to work correctly on
one or both speeds.  There is a filter installed and it will require periodic
cleaning.

Range/ Oven Fuel
Source: Electric - There is a 220 volt hook up for an electric range/oven.
Range/ Oven: Gas - The gas cooking elements have a spark type igniter.  This eliminates the

need for a standing pilot light.
Microwave Oven: Built In - There is a microwave oven built in.  The unit was tested.  Unit

functioned as intended.
Refrigerator: There is no refrigerator installed.
Water For Refrigerator: There is a water line for the refrigerator with a shut off valve installed in the area

of the refrigerator.

Breakfast Room:
Outside Entry Door: Good - The outside entry door to this area has insulated glass.  Dead bolts Yes -

There is a dead bolt installed on the entry door and it is operational.  This is a
recommended safety feature.

Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this area appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling is functional and as expected.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floor in this room is in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this room are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this room are correctly wired and grounded.
Comments: The lights at this area would not function. Already noted.
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LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY

Location: Next to the kitchen.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door to the laundry room is functional.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in the laundry room appear to be satisfactory.
Ceilings: Satisfactory - The ceiling is satisfactory.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floor coverings are in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Satisfactory - There is at least one window and associated hardware in the

laundry room that operates satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlet tested in the laundry room is correctly wired and

grounded.
Lighting: Satisfactory - Lighting in the laundry is adequate.
Washer & Dryer There was no washer or dryer installed.
Washer Hook Up: There is a connection box installed in wall with both hot and cold water and a

drain pipe.  The drain pipe was not flood tested.
Dryer Hook Up: Yes - There is a 220 volt outlet provided for an electric dryer.
Dryer Ventilation: Attention Needed - The dryer ventilation, as installed will keep the washer

away from the wall a considerable difference. The exterior damper is not
fastened to the wall.
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BEDROOM
Master Bedroom:

Entry Door: Attention Needed - The entry door or hardware on the master bedroom needs
some adjustment or repair for it to function appropriately. There is missing
hardware noted at most double doors.

Outside Entry Door: Attention Needed - The outside entry door to the master bedroom needs some
minor adjustment or repair. The door is dragging.

Closet: Satisfactory - The closet is functional and average size.  The closet is lighted.
Walls: Attention Needed - The walls

in the bedroom are damaged
from the exterior door.

Ceiling: Attention Needed - There are
cracks in the ceiling that need
to be repaired. I was unable to
determine the cause for this
cracking. It does appear to
have been patched once
before and has re-cracked.

Light and Light Switch. Satisfactory - The light and light switch was functional at time of inspection.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floors are in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this bedroom are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this bedroom are correctly wired and

grounded.
Telephone Access or
Jack: Yes - There is a telephone jack installed in this bedroom.  It may or may not be

functional.
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Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television jack installed in this bedroom.  The cable
company must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.

Smoke Detector: There is a functional smoke detector installed in the room.   
Comment: There is a functional wet bar in this area.

Bedroom:
Location: Upper level southwest corner.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door on this bedroom is as expected and is functional.
Closet: Satisfactory - The closet is functional and average size.  The closet is lighted.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in the bedroom appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling is functional and as expected.
Light and Light Switch. Satisfactory - The light and light switch was functional at time of inspection.
Ceiling Fan: Good - There is a ceiling fan installed in this bedroom.  Used correctly, this can

make the room feel more comfortable.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floors are in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this bedroom are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this bedroom are correctly wired and

grounded.
Telephone Access or
Jack: Yes - There is a telephone jack installed in this bedroom.  It may or may not be

functional.
Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television jack installed in this bedroom.  The cable

company must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.
Smoke Detector: There is a functional smoke detector installed in the room.  Undetermined if the

unit is hard wired or is battery operated. 

Bedroom:
Location: Upper level east side.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door on this bedroom is as expected and is functional.
Closet: Attention Needed - The closet doors or fixtures need some adjustment or

repair. The striker needs adjustment.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in the bedroom appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling is functional and as expected.
Light and Light Switch. Satisfactory - The light and light switch was functional at time of inspection.
Ceiling Fan: Good - There is a ceiling fan installed in this bedroom.  Used correctly, this can

make the room feel more comfortable.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floors are in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Attention Needed - At least one window or associated hardware in this

bedroom needs attention. There is minor damage noted at the right window.
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Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this bedroom are correctly wired and
grounded.

Telephone Access or
Jack: Yes - There is a telephone jack installed in this bedroom.  It may or may not be

functional.
Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television jack installed in this bedroom.  The cable

company must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.
Smoke Detector: There is a functional smoke detector installed in the room.  Undetermined if the

unit is hard wired or is battery operated. 

Bedroom:
Location: Upper level west side.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door on this bedroom is as expected and is functional.
Closet: Satisfactory - The closet is functional and average size.  The closet is lighted.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in the bedroom appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling is functional and as expected.
Light and Light Switch. Satisfactory - The light and light switch was functional at time of inspection.
Ceiling Fan: Good - There is a ceiling fan installed in this bedroom.  Used correctly, this can

make the room feel more comfortable.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floors are in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this bedroom are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this bedroom are correctly wired and

grounded.
Telephone Access or
Jack: Yes - There is a telephone jack installed in this bedroom.  It may or may not be

functional.
Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television jack installed in this bedroom.  The cable

company must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.
Smoke Detector: There is a functional smoke detector installed in the room.  Undetermined if the

unit is hard wired or is battery operated. 
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BATHROOM
Master Bathroom:

Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door to the bathroom is as expected and is functional.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this bathroom are satisfactory.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in the bathroom are all

satisfactory.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Floor: Satisfactory - The flooring in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Lighting: Satisfactory - The ceiling light and fixture in this bathroom are in satisfactory

condition.
Ventilation Fans: Satisfactory - There is a an exhaust fan installed in this bathroom and it is

performing satisfactory.
Ground Fault Interrupt
Outlets: Satisfactory - There is a functional ground fault circuit interrupt outlet installed in

the area of the bathroom vanity.
Light Switch: Satisfactory - The light switch is satisfactory.
Vanity Cabinet: Satisfactory - The vanity cabinet and top in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Basin and Drain Fixture: Satisfactory - The basin and drainage fixture appear to be satisfactory.
Faucet and Supply
Lines: Satisfactory - Faucets and supply lines appear satisfactory.  There are shutoffs

installed for both hot and cold water pipes under the basin.
Toilet Condition Satisfactory - The toilet in the master bathroom appears to be functional.
Tub: There is a spa tub installed.  The tub  jets were  activated.   The tub appeared to

function properly.  There is a GFCI outlet installed for this tub. The reset is
located at the main electrical panel. There are no shutoffs for this tub.

Tub Mixing Valve &
Stopper: Satisfactory - Tub mixing valve and tub unit are in satisfactory condition.
Shower/ Shower Head
and Mixing Valves: Satisfactory - The shower, shower head and mixing valves are all performing as

required.
Shower Pan: The marble shower pan does not appear to be leaking.
Tub & Shower Walls: Satisfactory - The walls appear to be in satisfactory condition.
Tub/ Shower Drain: Satisfactory - The tub/shower appears to drain at an acceptable rate.
Glass Tub/ Shower
Door: Shower Yes - The shower stall has a glass door installed.  The glass appears to

be safety glass.
Caulking / Water
Contract Areas: Satisfactory - The caulking in the water contact areas appears to be satisfactory.
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Bathroom No. 1:
Location: Adjacent to one of the bedrooms. Southwest corner.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door to the bathroom is as expected and is functional.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this bathroom are satisfactory.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in the bathroom are all

satisfactory.
Linen Closet: Satisfactory - The closet is functional and has shelving installed.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Floor: Satisfactory - The flooring in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Lighting: Satisfactory - The ceiling light and fixture in this bathroom are in satisfactory

condition.
Ventilation Fans: Good - There is a exhaust fan installed in this bathroom that is quiet and

functional.
Ground Fault Interrupt
Outlets: Satisfactory - There is a functional ground fault circuit interrupt outlet installed in

the area of the bathroom vanity.
Light Switch: Satisfactory - The light switch is satisfactory.
Vanity Cabinet: Satisfactory - The vanity cabinet and top in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Basin and Drain Fixture: Satisfactory - The basin and drainage fixture appear to be satisfactory.
Faucet and Supply
Lines: Satisfactory - Faucets and supply lines appear satisfactory.  There are shutoffs

installed for both hot and cold water pipes under the basin.
Toilet Condition Satisfactory - The toilet in this bathroom appears to be functional.
Tub: There is a spa tub installed.  The tub was filled with water, the jets activated,

and observed for proper action.   The tub appeared to function properly.
Tub Mixing Valve &
Stopper: Satisfactory - Tub mixing valve and tub unit are in satisfactory condition.
Shower/ Shower Head
and Mixing Valves: Satisfactory - The shower, shower head and mixing valves are all performing as

required.
Shower Pan: The marble pan is in good condition.
Tub & Shower Walls: Satisfactory - The walls appear to be in satisfactory condition.
Tub/ Shower Drain: Satisfactory - The tub/shower appears to drain at an acceptable rate.
Glass Tub/ Shower
Door: Shower Yes - The shower stall has a glass door installed.  The glass appears to

be safety glass.
Caulking / Water
Contract Areas: Satisfactory - The caulking in the water contact areas appears to be satisfactory.
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Bathroom:
Location: Adjacent to one of the bedrooms.  Hollywood style bathroom refers to a

bathroom between two bedrooms.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door to the bathroom is as expected and is functional.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this bathroom are satisfactory.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in the bathroom are all

satisfactory.
Linen Closet: Satisfactory - The closet is functional and has shelving installed. Noted in the

hall.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Floor: Satisfactory - The flooring in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Lighting: Satisfactory - The ceiling light and fixture in this bathroom are in satisfactory

condition.
Ventilation Fans: Good - There is a exhaust fan installed in this bathroom that is quiet and

functional.
Ground Fault Interrupt
Outlets: Satisfactory - There is a functional ground fault circuit interrupt outlet installed in

the area of the bathroom vanity.
Light Switch: Satisfactory - The light switch is satisfactory.
Vanity Cabinet: Satisfactory - The vanity cabinet and top in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Basin and Drain Fixture: Satisfactory - The basin and drainage fixture appear to be satisfactory.
Faucet and Supply
Lines: Satisfactory - Faucets and supply lines appear satisfactory.  There are shutoffs

installed for both hot and cold water pipes under the basin.
Toilet Condition Action Necessary - The toilet in the master bathroom needs repair.  The toilet

is not secure to the floor, allowing it to wobble and possibly leak.  Action should
be taken to re-secure it to the floor. Noted at the upper bathroom east side.

Tub: Steel Tub OK - The bathtub is a steel material with a solid finish applied.  It
appears to be in satisfactory condition.

Tub Mixing Valve &
Stopper: Satisfactory - Tub mixing valve and tub unit are in satisfactory condition.
Shower/ Shower Head
and Mixing Valves: Satisfactory - The shower, shower head and mixing valves are all performing as

required.
Tub & Shower Walls: Satisfactory - The walls appear to be in satisfactory condition.
Tub/ Shower Drain: Satisfactory - The tub/shower appears to drain at an acceptable rate.
Glass Tub/ Shower
Door: No.
Caulking / Water
Contract Areas: Satisfactory - The caulking in the water contact areas appears to be satisfactory.
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Bathroom:
Location: Adjacent to one of the bedrooms. West side.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door to the bathroom is as expected and is functional.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this bathroom are satisfactory.
Linen Closet: Good - There is a linen closet in this bathroom.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Floor: Satisfactory - The flooring in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Lighting: Satisfactory - The ceiling light and fixture in this bathroom are in satisfactory

condition.
Ventilation Fans: Good - There is a exhaust fan installed in this bathroom that is quiet and

functional.
Ground Fault Interrupt
Outlets: Satisfactory - There is a functional ground fault circuit interrupt outlet installed in

the area of the bathroom vanity.
Light Switch: Satisfactory - The light switch is satisfactory.
Vanity Cabinet: Satisfactory - The vanity cabinet and top in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Basin and Drain Fixture: Satisfactory - The basin and drainage fixture appear to be satisfactory.
Faucet and Supply
Lines: Satisfactory - Faucets and supply lines appear satisfactory.  There are shutoffs

installed for both hot and cold water pipes under the basin.
Toilet Condition Action Necessary - The toilet in the master bathroom needs repair.  The toilet

is not secure to the floor, allowing it to wobble and possibly leak.  Action should
be taken to re-secure it to the floor. Noted at the upper west bathroom.

Tub: Steel Tub OK - The bathtub is a steel material with a solid finish applied.  It
appears to be in satisfactory condition.

Tub Mixing Valve &
Stopper: Satisfactory - Tub mixing valve and tub unit are in satisfactory condition.
Shower/ Shower Head
and Mixing Valves: Satisfactory - The shower, shower head and mixing valves are all performing as

required.
Tub & Shower Walls: Satisfactory - The walls appear to be in satisfactory condition.
Tub/ Shower Drain: Satisfactory - The tub/shower appears to drain at an acceptable rate.
Glass Tub/ Shower
Door: Shower Yes - The shower stall has a glass door installed.  The glass appears to

be safety glass.
Caulking / Water
Contract Areas: Satisfactory - The caulking in the water contact areas appears to be satisfactory.
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Partial Bathroom:
Location: Adjacent to the kitchen.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door to the bathroom is as expected and is functional.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this bathroom are satisfactory.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Floor: Satisfactory - The flooring in this bathroom is satisfactory.
Lighting: Satisfactory - The ceiling light and fixture in this bathroom are in satisfactory

condition.
Ventilation Fans: Good - There is a exhaust fan installed in this bathroom that is quiet and

functional.
Ground Fault Interrupt
Outlets: Satisfactory - There is a functional ground fault circuit interrupt outlet installed in

the area of the bathroom vanity.
Light Switch: Satisfactory - The light switch is satisfactory.
Basin and Drain Fixture: Satisfactory - The basin and drainage fixture appear to be satisfactory.
Faucet and Supply
Lines: Satisfactory - Faucets and supply lines appear satisfactory.  There are shutoffs

installed for both hot and cold water pipes under the basin.
Toilet Condition Action Necessary - The toilet in the master bathroom needs repair.  The toilet

is not secure to the floor, allowing it to wobble and possibly leak.  Action should
be taken to re-secure it to the floor. Noted at the 1/2 bath.

Caulking / Water
Contract Areas: Satisfactory - The caulking in the water contact areas appears to be satisfactory.
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OTHER LIVING SPACES
Front Entry and Main Hallway:

The Main Entrance
Faces: East.
Front Entrance Door: Attention Needed - The main entry door or its associated hardware needs

adjustment or repair.
Entry Floor: Good - The entry floor material is in good condition.
Main Hallway: Satisfactory - The main hallway walls and floor are in satisfactory condition.
Smoke Detector: There is a functional smoke detector installed in the hallway.  Undetermined if

the unit is hard wired or is battery operated. 
Guest Closet: Satisfactory - The guest closet is functional and average size.
Main Staircase: Satisfactory - The main staircase is appropriately installed.  There is a handrail

installed.  The staircase is adequately lighted.
Second Level  Hallway: Satisfactory - The second level hallway walls and floor are in satisfactory

condition.
Smoke Detector: There is a functional smoke detector installed in the second level hallway.

Undetermined if the unit is hard wired or is battery operated. 

Living Room:
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this room appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Good - The ceiling in this room is in good condition.
Ceiling Fan: Good - There is a ceiling fan installed in this room.  Used correctly, this can

make the room feel more comfortable.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floor in this room is in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this room are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this room are correctly wired and grounded.
Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television jack installed in this room.  The cable company

must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.
Fireplace: Yes - There is a fireplace in this room.  It has a satisfactory visual appearance.

There was an inspection completed on the fireplace. It is under the Structural
Section.

Comments: There is a functional wet bar in this area. The GFCI appears to be connected
to another reset location. There should be only be one reset in a series for
proper function. This outlet also tied with one in the kitchen.

Dining Room:
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this room appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Good - The ceiling in this room is in good condition.
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Floor: Good - The floor is hardwood.  Visible portions have a good appearance.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this room are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this room are correctly wired and grounded.

Family Room:
Outside Entry Door: Satisfactory - The outside entry door to this room is satisfactory.  Dead bolts Yes -

There is a dead bolt installed on the entry door and it is operational.  This is a
recommended safety feature.

Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this room appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Good - The ceiling in this room is in good condition.
Floor: Satisfactory - The floor in this room is in satisfactory condition.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this room are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this room are correctly wired and grounded.
Telephone Access or
Jack: Yes - There is a telephone jack installed in this room.  It may or may not be

functional.
Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television cable jack installed in this room.  The cable

company must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.
Fireplace: Yes - There is a fireplace in this room.  It has a satisfactory visual appearance.

There was an inspection completed on the fireplace. It is under the Structural
Section.

Study / Den:
Entry Door: Attention Needed - The entry door or hardware to this room needs some

adjustment or repair to function properly. There is missing hardware noted at
the double doors.

Walls: Attention Needed - The walls in this room show some damage from water.
Ceiling: Current Leak - There are water stains in the ceiling that are evidence of a

current water leak.  Further investigation needed.  If source of the water leak
was located the inspector has noted it.

Ceiling Fan: Good - There is a ceiling fan installed in this room.  Used correctly, this can
make the room feel more comfortable.

Floor: Good - The floor is hardwood.  Visible portions have a good appearance.
Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this room are all

satisfactory.
Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this room are correctly wired and grounded.
Telephone Access or
Jack: Yes - There is a telephone jack installed in this room.  It may or may not be

functional.
Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television cable jack installed in this room.  The cable

company must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.
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Fireplace: Yes - There is a fireplace in this room.  It has a satisfactory visual appearance.
There was an inspection completed on the fireplace. It is under the Structural
Section.

Other Room:
Location: Upper level play room north side.
Entry Door: Satisfactory - The entry door to this room is functional.
Closet: Attention Needed - The closet door or fixtures needs some adjustment or

repair. The striker needs adjustment. Noted at the upper level play room.
Walls: Satisfactory - The walls in this room appear to be satisfactory.
Ceiling: Satisfactory - The ceiling is functional and as expected.
Ceiling Fan: Good - There is a ceiling fan installed in this room.  Used correctly, this can

make the room feel more comfortable.
Floor: Attention Needed - The floor in this room is in need of some attention. There is

an obvious difference in the floor elevation. I did not determine the extent of this
difference or the cause.

Windows: Satisfactory - The windows and associated hardware in this room are all
satisfactory.

Electrical Outlets: Satisfactory - The outlets tested in this room are correctly wired and grounded.
Telephone Access or
Jack: Yes - There is a telephone jack installed in this room.  It may or may not be

functional.
Cable TV: Yes, Jack - There is a television cable jack installed in this room.  The cable

company must activate it.  The jack was not tested for quality of performance.
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GARAGE
Garage

Garage Type The garage is attached.
Size of Garage: Three car garage.
Number of Overhead
Doors There are two overhead doors, The overhead doors are made of steel.
Overhead Door and
Hardware Condition: Satisfactory - The overhead door is in satisfactory condition and is functional.
Automatic Overhead
Door Opener: The overhead door opener appears to function appropriately.
Safety Reverse Switch
on the Automatic
Opener: Satisfactory - The safety reverse switch worked when it met resistance.
Outside Entry Door: The door going to the house

needs the threshold supported
and new weather sweep at the
door bottom.

Floor Condition: Satisfactory - The garage floor is in satisfactory condition.
Garage Walls Condition: Satisfactory - The wall covering and framing appears to be in satisfactory

condition.
Garage Ceiling
Condition The garage ceiling is in satisfactory condition.
Fire Rated Entry Door to
Structure: Yes - There is a fire rated door separating the garage from the living areas of

the house.
Garage Foundation: Satisfactory - The visible portions of the foundation under the garage appear to

be functional.
Electric Service to
Garage: The garage electrical outlets, except for dedicated circuits,  are protected with

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupt protection as required by current standards.


